
BOOKS-WAR VICTIMS

During the war, the libraries of half the world wqre destroyed in the fires of battle and

in the fires of hate and fanaticism. Where they were spared physical damage, they were

impoverished by isolation. There is an urgent need-now-for the printed materials which

are basic to the reconstruction of devastated areas and which can help to remove the

intellectual blackout of Europe and the Orient.
There is need for a pooling of resources, for coordinated action in order that the dev-

astated libraries of the world may be restocked as far as possible with needed American
publications. The American Book Center for War Devastated Libraries, Inc. has come

into being to meet this need. It is a program that is born of the combined interests of

library and educational organizations, of government agencies, and of many other oficial

and non-oficial bodies in the United States.
The American Book Center is collecting and is shipping abroad scholarly books and

periodicals which will be useful in research and necessary in the physical, economic, social

and industrial rehabilitation and reconstruction of Europe and the Far East.

The Center cannot purchase books and periodicals; it must depend upon gifts from

individuals, institutions, and organizations. Each state will be organized to participate in

the program through the leadership of a state chairman. Other chairmen will organize

interest in the principal subject fields. Cooperation with these leaders or direct individual

contributions are welcomed.
WHAT IS NEEDED: Shipping f acilities are precious and demand that all materials

be carefully selected. Emphasis is placed upon publications issued during the past decade,

upon scholarly books which are important contributions to their fields, upon periodicals
(even incomplete volumes) of significance, upon fiction and non-fiction of distinction. All

subjects-history, the social sciences, music, fine arts, literature, and especially the sci-

ences and technologies-are wanted.
WHAT IS NOT NEEDED: Textbooks, out-dated monographs, recreational reading,

books for children and young people, light fiction, matedals of purely local interest, popular

magazines such as Time, LiJe, Nationol Geographi'c, etc., popular non-fiction of little endur-

ing significance such as Gunther's Insid.e Europe, Haliburton's Royol Road to Romance, etc.

Only carefully selected federal and local documents are needed, and donors are requested

to write directly to the Center with regard to specific documents.

HOW TO SHIP : All shipments should be sent PREPAI D via the cheapest means of

transportation to THE AMERICAN BOOK CENTER, C/O THE LIBRARY OF

COIi|GRESS, WASHINGTON 25, D. C. Although the Center hopes that donors will

assume the costs of transportation of their materials to Washington, when this is not
possible reimbursement will be made upon notification by card or letter of the amount due.

THE CENTER CANNOT ACCEPT MATERIA]- WHICH IS SENT COLLECT.

Reimbursement cannot be made for packing or other charges beyond actual transportation.

When possible, periodicals should be tied together by volume. It will be helpful if missing

issues are noted on incomplete volumes.
K. R. Snerrsn, Ereeu'ti'oe Director,

American Book Center, Inc.,

Library oJ Congress,Washi'ngton 25, D. C.
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